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USD/INR:

VIEW: Primary trend remains DOWN. Positional traders can look to build short position on a rally with stop above

75.10 on a daily closing basis. Major support is around 73.90 levels and thereafter near 73.10/20. Resistance is

near 74.50 and 74.80 levels.

Over the past 4/5 weeks RBI may have bought between $15-17 billion from the spot market to prevent from the

Rupee from appreciating against USD and other currencies. An unknown amount may also have been purchased

via derivatives market, both onshore as well as offshore venues. All in all, central bank remains committed to

support the value of Greenback with all its might. This is not a year when bond traders will complain about the

excess liquidity from RBI’s FX operation, which infact stands at INR 6.53 lakh crore. RBI is paying 335 bps on

that liquidity being parked with it, which is sucking around 60 crores a day from its profits and also from the

dividend that it may be able to pay GoI end of March 2021. The quantum of bleed will increase if the liquidity

surplus increases in the coming days.

The relentless intervention has ensured that INR has become quite undervalued on a medium term basis, against

its peer currencies. Refer to the graph on the next page for the same. Foreign capital inflows have been robust

via all channels and may remain so if the global risk appetite remains strong for the next few months. At the

same time, it seems that with Janet Yellen as the new Treasury Secretary, there is strong possibility of a coordi-

nated fiscal and monetary push from US, which can be quite conducive for global growth and EM capital flows.

All in all, remaining short on USDINR and benefitting from total return remains my preferred strategic bet.

EUR/INR:

A strong PMI report from US coupled with receding political uncertainty in US has caused a rally in USD against

Euro. At the same time, a weak manufacturing and services PMI from Eurozone has made matters worse. How-

ever, on charts, EURGBP is at a critical support level near 0.8860, which seems to be holding. If the support

holds, then then Euro can outperform GBP over the near term.

VIEW: EURINR is a buy on decline with stop below 87.45 on a daily closing basis. Target remains 89.00 on No-

vember futures.

GBP/INR:

UK manufacturing PMI index actually came in at 55.2, well above the consensus forecast of 50.5. Service sector

activity slowed, with the PMI index dropping to 45.8 from 51.4, but this number along with the composite were

still higher than forecast. GBP also benefited from the media reports that UK PM may intervene to clear away the

roadblocks in the EU-UK trade negotiations.

VIEW: GBPINR Nov futures remain a buy on decline with stop below 98.00 levels on closing basis for positional

trades. Target remains 99.35/50 zone on futures and thereafter, near 100.

JPY/INR:

JPYINR first month futures is nearing a major support zone near 70.50. If the pair shows signs of strength near

the support zone, it can be bought with a stop below 70.30 for a target of 71.50 levels.
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